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Digital Logic Design
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Answer Question No. 1 compulsory   (14 × 1 = 14)

Answer ONE question from each unit (4 × 14 = 56)

Q1) Answer the following :
a) Define NAND gate.

b) What is flip-flop?

c) Draw truth table for 3-bit encoder.

d) Draw truth table for XOR gate.

e) What  is hamming distance?

f) Draw 1-to-4 encoder diagram?

g) What is three-variable map?

h) Define multiplexer.

i) Define PLD.

j) Define counter.

k) What is J-K flip flop?

l) Define timer.

m) Define PLA.

n) What is PAL?

UNIT - I

Q2) a) Explain basic theorems and properties of Boolean algebra.

b) Draw and explain Boolean functions F
1
 =  x + y’z and F

2
 = x’y’z + x’yz + xy’

OR

c) Explain about minterms and maxterms for three binary variables.

d) Explain about NAND and NOR implementation with example diagrams.
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UNIT - II

Q3) a) Explain half and full-adder truth tables with neat sketches.

OR

b) Draw and explain block diagram of a Decimal adder.

c) Draw and explain 4*1 Multiplexers.

 UNIT - III

Q4) a) Write short notes on sequential circuits.

b) Explain about edge-triggered D-flipflop.

OR

c) Explain in detail about analysis of clocked sequential circuits.

d) Explain synthesis using JK flip-flop.

UNIT - IV

Q5) a) Explain in detail about Synchronous counters.

b) Write short notes on Registers.

OR

c) Explain in detail about sequential programmable devices.
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Answer Question No. 1 compulsory (14 � 1 = 14)

Answer One question from each Unit (4 � 14 = 56)

Q1)

a) Differences between de-multiplexers and decoders?

b) Give any advantages of DTL logic family.

c) What are different error correcting methods?

d) Convert (100011)
2
 to gray code.

e) State the difference between excitation table and truth table.

f) State the drawback in JK flip-flop.

g) What is sequence detector?

h) Define fan-in and fan-out.

i) Mention the fastest logic family with reasons.

j) Draw the truth table of EX-NOR gate.

k) What are the differences between synchronous and asynchronous circuits?

l) Write any two disadvantages of SR Flip-Flop.

m) State de-morgan’s theorems.

n) Write the steps involved in mealy state model.

UNIT - I

Q2) a) Simplify the following Boolean expressions using K-map and implement them using

NOR gates : F(W, X, Y, Z) = W X Y Z + WXY Z + W X YZ + WXYZ       

b) Convert the following numbers :
i) (41.6875)

10
 to octal.

ii) (2C6B.F2)
16

 to binary.
iii) (1001001.011)

2
 to decimal.

OR
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c) Simplify the following Boolean function to a minimum number of literals

i) F(A, B, C) = ABC + ABC + ABC + ABC + ABC

ii) F(A, B, C) =  (1, 4, 5, 6, 7).
iii) F(A, B, C) = M(3, 5, 7).

d) Reduce the following expression F(w, x, y, z) =  (0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14)
using Quinine-McCluskey Method.

UNIT - II

Q3) a) A combinational logic circuit is defined by the following Boolean functions.
F1 = ABC + AC, F2 = ABC + AB, F3 = ABC + AB. Design the circuit with a
decoder and external gates.

b) List the applications of Multiplexer and De-multiplexer.
OR

c) Design a combinational circuit to increment a 4-bit binary number A3, A2, A1, A0 by
1 using four half-adders.

d) Design BCD to Gray code converter and realize using logic gates.

UNIT - III

Q4) a) What is race-around problem in JK Flip-flop? Explain how it is eliminated in Master
Slave JK Flip-Flop.

b) Draw the logic diagram of a 4 bit binary ripple counter using positive edge triggering.
OR

c) Design Mod-10 Counter using T Flip-Flops.
d) Distinguish between transition table and excitation table.

UNIT - IV

Q5) a) Explain salient features of ASM chart.
b) Sequential circuit has two JK flip-flops A and B and one input x. The circuit is described

by the following flip-flop input equations :
J

A
 = x K

A
 = B’

J
B
 = x K

B
 = A

i) Derive the state equation A(t + 1) and B(t + 1) by substituting the input equations
for the J and K variables.

ii) Draw the state diagram of the circuit.
OR

c) Draw the ASM chart for the following state transition, start from the initial state T1,
then if xy = 00 go to T2, if xy = 01 go to T3, if xy = 10 go to T1, otherwise go to T3.

d) Comparison between ECL, DTL and IIL logic families.
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Answer Question No. 1 compulsory   (14 × 1 = 14)

Answer ONE question from each unit (4 × 14 = 56)

Q1) Answer the following :

a) Define universal gates.

b) What is D-flip-flop?

c) Draw truth table for 3-bit encoder.

d) Draw truth table for NAND gate.

e) What is Excess-3 code?

f) Draw 1-to-4 encoder diagram?

g) What is four-variable map?

h) Define demultiplexer.

i) Define SRAM.

j) Define counter.

k) What is latch?

l) Define timer.

m) Draw excitation table for SR flip-flop.

n) What is canonical form?

UNIT - I

Q2) a) Explain gray code and error detecting code.

b) Explain different logic gates with symbols and truth tables.

OR

c) Explain about minterms and maxterms for three binary variables.

d) Explain about NAND and NOR implementation with example diagrams.
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UNIT - II

Q3) a) Explain half and full-adder truth tables with neat sketches.

OR

b) Draw and explain block diagram of a binary parallel adder.

c) Draw and explain decimal adder.

 UNIT - III

Q4) a) Draw the circuit diagram of JK-flip-flop and its truth table.

b) Explain about edge-triggered D-flipflop.

OR

c) Write short notes races and hazzards.

d) Explain about combinational and sequential logic circuits.

UNIT - IV

Q5) a) Explain about Synchronous counters.

b) Write short notes on shift registers and ripple counters.

OR

c) Explain operation of EPROMS.

d) Write short notes on PAL.
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